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Abstract- Automatic signal recognition (ASR)is one of the
most appealing application domains of pattern recognition
tasks. Due to its applicability in various engineering and
scientific fields, automatic speech recognition has become the
most explored researched area now-a-days. In this paper, we
are evaluating and analyzing the performance of various feedforward neural network models for the generalized
classification of speech signals. This analysis presents an
investigation of the speech classification performance of the
various feed-forward neural network models. The work is
conducted with ten samples of speech signals for first five
alphabets, i.e. two speech signals of each alphabet, of English
language. Digital signal processing operations are applied on
analog speech signals to convert them into digital form and
then to make them suitable for further processing by neural
network models. Performance of each neural network model
is measured and analyzed for the pattern samples of speech
signals. This performance analysis is performed on five
standard feed-forward neural network architecture as the
classifiers. The utilized standard feed-forward neural network
models include multilayer feed-forward neural network with
back propagation algorithm, Radial basis function neural
network, Exact radial basis function neural network, Cascade
feed-forward neural network and Elman back propagation
neural network model. It has been observed that the Cascade
feed-forward neural network gives highest recognition
accuracy for most of the given input speech signal samples. It
has been also examined that Radial basis function network
and Exact radial basis function network gave lowest
recognition rate among all the selected networks for the given
samples of speech signals.
Keywords- Pattern recognition, Signal processing, Speech
classification, Feed-forward neural network, Radial basis
network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Speech signal is the most important and basic medium of
human communication, which carries valuable information
like speaker identity and language information [1].It has been
observed that speech could be a useful interface to interact
with machine in the form of voice or speech recognition [2]. It
becomes the most useful interface to interact with the
machines because there is no need to interact with the

machine using command line interface through keyboard or
graphical interface through mouse. A speech signal is a wave
which is one-dimensional and has temporal structure. Thus,
speech analysis is based on harmonic analysis or waveform
analysis. Compared to the image analysis, there is very few
information to be used directly for the recognition in the
waveform in speech analysis. A number of speech processing
and recognition techniques have been applied to identify and
use this medium efficiently in many application areas [3].
Automatic speech recognition is a technology which allows a
machine to understand the words or text spoken by a person,
identify them and convert them into the text form. ASR can be
defined as the independent, computer–driven transaction of
spoken language into readable text in real time [4]. Therefore,
due to the increasing popularity and demand, automatic
speech recognition has become one of the emerging and most
interesting areas in the problem domain of pattern recognition
[5].This area is receiving much attention now-a-days and is
being broadly used in a variety of engineering and scientific
fields to solve various useful pattern recognition problems like
telephone directory assistance, office dictation devices,
automatic voice translators into foreign languages, spoken
database querying services, automatic words or phrases
speaking systems, words pronunciation systems, etc.[6].Thus,
automatic speech recognition technology provides valuable
and remarkable services to diverse application areas to make
machines capable to respond correctly and reliably to human
voices [7]. Automatic speech recognition is a very challenging
task because human spoken words or text depends on many
characteristics of the person such as speaking style, speed,
surrounding noise elements, pitch, etc. A person may speak
the same text in different ways on various times. Thus, inputs
provided to the system may be highly variable. Also, an
individual speaker or different speakers may use widely
varying speaking levels for the same word or sequence of
words, which may produce variable-length speech signals [8].
Another major problem is that the speech of a person may
vary with respect to age, accent, emotional state, etc. [9].
Hence, to handle these problems, the modular structure of
speech recognition system can be considered which is similar
to the human mechanism of speech perception. The basic
structure of ASR consists of feature extraction module and
classification module [10]. It is considered that a speech
recognition system can be an isolated word recognition system
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,a connected word recognition system, a continuous speech
recognition system or a spontaneous speech recognition
system[11]. Isolated word recognition is considered as a
classification problem of machine learning in which the
machine accepts single words or sounds at a time and have
time boundaries in both training and testing data [12]. The
continuous speech may be considered as structural machine
learning and there is no time boundary limitation on the input
speech[13,14].Thus continuous speech recognition is more
difficult than the isolated word speech recognition. The
accuracy of any speech recognition system depends on various
parameters such as size of the vocabulary, presence of
confusable words like B, C, E, T& V, speaker dependent or
independent system, environmental noise, acoustical
distortions such as echoes, difference in microphones, etc.,
various ways of speaking like shouting, whispering, speaking
quickly or slowly, etc. [15,16]. ASR has been an interesting
area of research to segment and classify a speech signal as a
voiced speech signal, an unvoiced speech signal or silence
(absence) of speech signal based on different measurements
made on the signal [17]. Silence in a speech recognition
system is equally important as speech because it defines the
start and end of the speech or the utterance [18]. Lots of
efforts have been done in the field of speech recognition since
last eighty years. In 1939, a system model for the analysis and
synthesis of speech signals was proposed [19]. Beside this
further, five measurements such as zero-crossing rate, the
speech energy, the correlation between adjacent speech
samples, the first predictor coefficient from a 12-pole LPC
(linear predictive coding) analysis and the energy were
considered for error to analyze the speech signals [20]. In this
approach, it was assumed that the measured parameters are
distributed according to the multidimensional Gaussian
probability density function. The input speech segment is
assigned to one of the three output classes voiced, unvoiced
and silence by applying the minimum distance rule. The
training set consisted of two sounds of sentences spoken by a
male speaker and the testing set comprised of two different
sentence sounds spoken by another male and a female
speaker. The training set was used to compute the means and
the covariance matrices for the three classes. In the early
eighties, connectionist machines and Boltzmann machines
were also used by speech scientists for performing the task of
speech recognition [21, 22]. It has been observed that the
major problem with automatic speech recognition systems is
to handle the variable length speech sequences. Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) are good in handling such data and
modeling temporal behavior of the speech signals using a
sequence of states. HMMs based phonemes recognition
techniques were proposed in which feature pattern vector was
created by extracting features from a single phoneme [23].
Further, HMMs and neural network models have also been
used for speech recognition tasks [24, 25]. It is reported that
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the neural networks have been used extensively for many
applications in speech processing and recognition such as
speech synthesis, speaker adaptation and recognition, keyword
spotting, etc. [26-28]. Wavelet transformation based improved
feature vector formation technique for the classification of
audio signals is applied [29]. A secure neural network based
Interactive Voice Response system was presented in which a
user can use the system only after entering the correct
password. After that, user was requested to input the voice
sample which is used to identify the user. These voice samples
are transformed into frequency domain to extract speaker
specific features using the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC) feature extraction method [30]. Therefore, based on
the extracted features, system recognized between the known
and unknown speaker’s identity. Hence, results were based on
the false accept and false reject criteria. Back propagation
neural network with identification rate above 90% was used to
perform and improve the accuracy of the classification of
audio signals [31].A multilayer perceptron neural network
system optimized with genetic algorithm for classifying audio
into speech and music was presented and wavelet
transformation method has been applied for feature extraction
[32]. It is reported that in this model system achieved
96.49%recognition accuracy. A Back-propagation neural
network based recognition system with 96.33% and 92%
recognition accuracy for known and unknown speakers
respectively was implemented for isolated Bangla speech [33].
In this system, 10 Bangla digits (0-9) from 10 speakers were
recorded as .wav files at the sampling rate of 8.00 KHz, then
58 bytes from the beginning were discarded for deleting the
header information &extracting the wave data, and finally
start and end-point detection technique was applied on the
speech signal to extract the voiced data. Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) method was applied for feature
extraction to construct the training set for neural network. A
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used for speech
recognition and reduced the error rate by 6% -10% as
compared to the Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in which the
input data is organized as a number of feature maps[34]. The
CNN contains a pair of hidden layers- a convolution layer and
a pooling layer. In this scheme a smaller number of units in
pooling layer are used, which results in smaller model size
and lower computational complexity than the full weight
sharing scheme. Despite of the number of sincere efforts and
research work done in the area of automatic speech
recognition using artificial neural network, still there is some
space left for the selection of optimal neural network
architecture for recognition of speech with good accuracy.
Therefore, in the present paper, we are investigating the
performance of different feed-forward neural network models
to select the optimal and suitable model for the speech
recognition of first five alphabets of English language. Five
feed-forward neural network models like Multilayer feed-
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forward network, Radial basis function network, Exact radial
basis function network, Cascade feed-forward network and
Elman back propagation network have been selected for the
experiment. A comparative analysis for the recognition
accuracy of the selected neural network models for noiseless
and noisy input speech samples is also conducted to explore
the analysis of performances of the networks for the given
speech samples. This paper is further organized in five
sections. Section 2 discusses the feature extraction process of
the input speech samples presented for the experiment. In
section 3, implementation details of neural network models
used for the speech classification are provided. Section 4
presents the simulation results, comparative study of
recognition accuracy, performances of the selected neural

network models and a complete discussion of the results.
Section 5 considers the conclusion followed by references.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Ten (10) speech signal samples (two of each) of English
letters ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘E’ spoken by a single female
speaker are considered as input data samples. Individual
alphabet is spoken in two different ways(quickly and slowly)
for the time duration of 4 seconds each. All input speech
signals are collected as audio files. The first five or quickly
spoken speech signals are named as A1, B1, C1, D1 & E1;
while the second set of speech signals, which are spoken
slowly, are named as A2, B2, C2, D2 & E2. The set of
collected input signals is presented in figure 1.

A
1

B
1

D
1

E
1

A
2

B
C
D
2
2
2
Fig.1: Set of collected input signal samples

E
2

These input signals are converted into digital form by
applying two important digital signal processing operations,
i.e. sampling and quantization, to make these speech input
signals suitable for further processing of speech classification
by neural network models. It has been widely accepted that
most of the signals such as speech, radar signals and various

C
1

communication signals are analog. Therefore, to process these
analog signals it is necessary to convert them into digital
form, i.e. to convert them into a sequence of numbers having
finite precision. Generally this conversion needs three step
process- sampling, quantization and coding as shown in figure
2.
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Fig.2: Applying digital signal processing operations on an analog signal

Here, Sampling is the process of obtaining signal values from
continuous signal at regular time intervals or at discrete time
instants as[35]:
(1)
x( n)  x a ( nT )
Where xa(t) is the input continuous signal, T is the sampling
instance and n is the sample index.
Hence, the time interval T between successive samples is
called the sampling period or sample interval, and
1
(2)
 Fs
T
or
n
(3)
T  nT 
Fs

denotes sequence of quantized samples after the quantization
process as [37]:
(4)
xq ( n)  Q[ x ( n)]
where x(n) represents the samples.
The quantization process includes an error which is introduced
in representing the continuous-valued signal by a finite set of
discrete value levels. This quantization error eq(n) is defined
as:
(5)
eq (n)  xq (n)  x(n)
The quantization error eq(n) in rounding is limited to the range
of –  /2 to  /2 as:

Where Fs is the sampling rate or sampling frequency.

  / 2  eq   / 2

In the sampling process, only the time elements are
discretized, amplitude values are remained continuous. The
values obtained can take on any number from a continuous
range and thus there may be infinitely many possible values
for each obtained value of the discrete time sequence signal.
The amplitude of x[n] is known with infinite precision. Thus,
to represent each value, an infinite number of digits are
required instead of a finite number of digits. Therefore to
solve this type of ambiguity, the quantization process is
applied.

where D is the quantization step size.

Quantization is a process of converting a discrete-time
continuous-amplitude signal into a digital signal by expressing
each sample value as a finite number of digits [36]. Let xq(n)

Also,



xmax  xmin
L 1

(6)

(7)

Hence, if the dynamic range is fixed, increasing the number of
quantization levels, L, results in a decrease of the quantization
step size. Thus, the quantization error decreases and the
accuracy of the quantizer increases. With the presence of
quantization error, we can represent the quantized information
as:
(8)
xq (n)  x(n)  eq (n)
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Now, in order to use the quantization error for the
construction of pattern information, we consider the following
assumptions [38]:
 The error eq (n) is uniformly distributed over the

Let us assume that the quantization error is uniformly
distributed in the range (-  /2,  /2). Hence the mean value of
the error is zero and the variance is:
/2
1 /2
2 (11)
Pn   e2   e 2 p(e)de   e 2 de 
 / 2
  / 2
12

range   / 2  eq (n)   / 2


The error sequence [ eq (n) ] is a stationary white



noise sequence.
The error sequence [ eq (n) ] is uncorrelated with the



signal sequence x(n)
The signal sequence is of zero mean and stationary.

The third process for the digital representation of the signal is
coding. Coding process assigns a unique binary number to
each quantization level. Therefore, if we have L levels, we
need at least L different binary numbers. Thus, for a word
length of L+1 bits, 2L+1distinct binary numbers can be
represented. Hence, we should have 2



signal can be quantified by evaluating the signal-toquantization noise ratio (SQNR) as:
Px
SQNR  10 log10
Pn

So,

Px  E[e (n)]



(12)

2 L 1

where μ is the range of quantization.
Now from equation (9), (10) and (11), we have:

SQNR  10 log

where
2
q

 L or

L  1  log2 L .
Thus, the step size of the quantization can be expressed as:

Therefore, with these assumptions, the effect of the additive
noise eq (n) on the desired

Px

 20 log x
pn
e

Thus,

Px   x2  E[ x 2 (n)] Pn   e2

L 1

(9)

SQNR  6.02e  16.81  20 log

(10)

Hence, the signal information is processed and the digital
form of input signal is constructed. These digitized signals of
five different alphabets from A to E are presented in pattern
vector form of size 4800 x 1. Thus, the training set is of size
4800 x 10. These digitized signals in pattern vector form are
used for training with feed-forward neural network models to
generate the required signal classification. Further, to evaluate
the performance of trained neural network models the test
patterns are constructed. These test patterns are constructed by
introducing 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% & 70% noise or
error respectively to the signals used for training. These noisy
analog signals are processed with sampling, quantization and
coding steps for digitized presentation. These noisy digital
signals are further presented as test pattern vectors and used to
evaluate the performance of trained neural network models.

(13)


dB
x

(14)

association, etc. Thus, a neural network can be characterized
as a computing architecture, which consists of a large number
of simple highly interconnected data processing element
called neurons, designed to resemble the learning and storing
capability of human brain for performing the task of pattern
recognition [39, 40]. In this paper, five feed-forward neural
network models are explored. These models are trained with
variants of gradient descent method of generalized delta
learning rule. The basis of all delta learning rule is back
propagation learning rule [41].Back propagation (BP) is a
supervised learning algorithm and belongs to a class of
“learning with the teacher”[42]. Back propagation is a
systematic method of training multilayer artificial neural
networks in which a predefined desired target output (t) for
each input pattern is prepared. This target output is compared
with the actual output (o) and difference is termed as error (E).
The value of the error term is propagated backward from the
output layer to hidden layer/s to update the weights in the
hidden and output layer respectively as shown in equations 15
& 16 as [43]:

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF NEURAL NETWORK
MODELS
An artificial neural network or ANN is a computational model
which is designed to perform the complex pattern recognition
tasks such as pattern classification, pattern mapping, pattern

vkj  vkj  c (tk  zk ) zk (1  zk )oi

(15)

And
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Number of hidden layers
3
Number of neurons in first hidden layer
7
Number of neurons in second hidden layer
11
Number of neurons in third hidden layer
15
Number of neurons in output layer
10
Transfer function for first layer
Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid
Transfer function for second layer
Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid
Transfer function for third layer
Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid
Training function
Levenberg-Marquardt
Maximum number of epochs
1000
Performance function
Mean squared error
Error goal
0.00001
Adaption rate
1.0
Backpropagation learning rate
0.1
Initial weights and biased term values
Values generated randomly between 0 and 1
Table 1: Parameters used for creating the Multilayer Feed-forward network

K

w ji  w ji  c oi (1  oi ) xi   (t k  z k )z k (1  z k )vkj 
 k 1

2

(16)

Mean of the error at the kth iteration is computed as:

EE

1
K

K


k 1

(t k  z k ) 2(17)

where w ji is the weight connecting input layer ith neuron to
the jth neuron of the hidden layer, wkj is the weight connecting
Second neural network model used in this work is Radial basis
function network (RBF). RBF network is a three layer feedforward neural network and consists of a single hidden layer
in its structure, as shown in figure 3. In this architecture, the
hidden layer is non-linear and output layer is linear. Hence,
due to the non-linear characteristics, RBF is able to model the
complex pattern mapping problems and exhibit the better

hidden layer jthto the kthneuron in the hidden layer, λis the
parameter used to control the gradient of the function ,tk is the
output of the kth target vector and oi is the output of the net
output of the hidden layer neuron. In the present work, the
Multilayer feed-forward neural network model is considered
first and this is trained with Levenberg-Marquardt learning
rule. In this experiment, size of input pattern vector P and
target output vector T are considered same because the input
and output patterns are the signal pattern information. The
parameters used for the architecture and training of the
network are presented in table
generalization [44]. In this network, the number of neurons in
the first layer is less than the number of samples and each unit
implements a radial basis function such as Gaussian radial
function, Quadratic function, Inverse quadratic function, Thin
plate spline, etc. Hence, activation function of the hidden layer
computes the Euclidean distance between the input vector and
center of that unit and the value of the function increases or
decreases monotonically with the distance from a center point.

Fig.3: Radial basis function neural network
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Here, the Gaussian function is widely used to compute the
activation value for the unit of the middle layeras [45]:


|| xl   k || 2  (15)
z k ( xl )  exp  

2 k2



for j = 1,2,3,…………………, M
where ||.|| is the Euclidean norm,x is the N-dimensional input
vector,σkis the width of the neuron and μkis the mean of the kth
Gaussian function.
Thus, for an input pattren x, the output of the jth node of the
output layer can be expressed as[46]:

have been proposed. But, to obtain the optimal performance,
suprevised learning method is applied because it is required
to include the target pattern vector in the training procedure.
Thus, the weight vector modification and basis function
parameters update is performed in iterative manner to
accomplish the learning in supervised way. Hence, the
update in weight and bais parameters at the mth step of
iteration can be expressed as [48]:
M K
 (|| x l   l ||) 2 
wij (m)  w jk (m  1)  1  (d lj  y lj )s lj ( y lj ). exp  i 2ki 
2 k
j 1 k 1


M K
 xl   l 
ij (m)   jk (m  1)   2  (d lj  y lj )s lj ( y lj ).w jk .k ( xil ). i 2 ki 
j 1 k 1
 k 
M K
 || x l   l || 2 
 k (m)   k (m  1)  3  (d lj  y lj ) s lj ( y lj ).w jk .k ( xil ). i 2 ki 
j 1 k 1
 k


where η is the learning rate parameter,

K

y j ( x)   wkj z k (|| xi   k ||)  w0 j
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(16 )

k 1

for j = 1, 2, 3, ………….., M
where yj(x) is the output of the jth processing element of the
output layer in the network, wkjis the connection weight
from the kth hidden unit to the jth output unit and μk is the
center of the kth hidden unit. In feed-forward RBF network
the weight vector between the input layer and the kth hidden
layer can be taken as the center μ k [47]. In the RBF network,
learning takes place in two stages. In the first stage, the input
data set is used todetermine the parameters of the selected
basis function and weights of the fisrt layer are updated by
the unsupervised learning. In the second stage of learning,
weights of the second layer are calculated with the gradient
descent approach. Therefore, for the optimization of the
basis function, a number of techniques such as clustering
algorithms, unsupervised learning, supervised learning, etc.

is the weight
between the ith unit of output layer and jth radial unit of the
middle layer. The next neural network model used for the
simulation design is Exact Radial Basis Network. The Exact
Radial basis network is a radial basis network with exact
approximation which produces a network with zero error on
training vectors. The difference between Radial basis
function and Exact radial basis function network is that the
RBF network does not necessarily produce the correct
output, whereas Exact RBF network gives the exactly
correct outputs for all the training data. This network does
not perform well when the network is defined in terms of
several input vectors. In this network, there are as many
neurons in the first layer as the number of samples. The
parameters used for the architecture and training of the
Radial basis function network and Exact radial basis
function network are presented in table 2.

Radial basis
Exact radial basis function network
Function Network
Parameter
Value
Value
Performance function
Mean squared error
Mean squared error
Spread of Radial basis function
1.0
1.0
Number of neurons in layer 1
10
10
Number of neurons in layer 2
4800
4800
Transfer function in layer 1
Radial basis transfer function
Radial basis transfer function
Transfer function in layer 2
Linear transfer function
Linear transfer function
Backpropagation learning rate
0.1
0.1
Table 2: Parameters used for creating the Radial basis function network and Exact radial basis function network
The next neural network model selected for the simulation is
additional weight connection from the input layer to each
Cascade feed-forward neural network. The architecture of
forwarding layer along with from each layer to the
this network is similar to the back propagation neural
successive layers as shown in figure4.
network, the only difference lies that this network also has
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Fig.4: Cascade feed-forward neural network

Hence, due to these additional connections, speed of cascade
network for convergence may increase, because each of the
cascade neural network’s neuron is trained independently to
each other. Thus, this network learns faster than the back
propagation neural network. Therefore, the weight and bias
updating for this network can be expressed as [49]:

b k   k

(23)

The last neural network used in this work for simulation is
Elman back propagation neural network, which is a type of
recurrent network[50]. It is a two layer network in which a
recurrent connection exists from the output of the hidden layer
to its input as shown in figure5. The parameters used for the
architecture and training of the network are presented in table
3.
.

For k=1….M

W   (a
k

k

k 1 T

(24)

)

where a is the output vector, η is the learning rate and δ is
the sensitivities defined in relation to the changes of the
activation level
Parameter

Value

Number of hidden layers
Number of neurons in the hidden layer
Number of neurons in output layer
Transfer function
Training function
Maximum number of epochs
Performance function
Error goal
Backprpagation learning rate
Initial weights and biased term values

1
20
10
Linear transfer function
Levenberg-Marquardt
1000
Mean squared error
0.00001
0.1
Values generated randomly between 0 and 1

Table 3: Parameters used for creating the Cascade feed-forward network
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c

x

where x j is the output of the jth context unit, wi , j is the weight
between the context layer and the hidden layer, wiu is the
weight between the input unit and hidden layer and
the external input.

u (k ) is

Output of the ith hidden unit and jth context unit can be
represented by equations 26& 27 respectively:

xi (k )  f (vi )

(26)

x (k )  x j (k  1)

(27)

c
j

Thus, output of the network can be represented as:

Fig.5: Elman back propagation neural network

n

In addition to the input, output and hidden units, network also
consists of context units. These additional units work as a
function of time-delays and are used to learn the previous
activations of the hidden units[51].Thus, the input information
is continuously recovered and processed over multiple time
points. Hence, the total input to the ith hidden unit can be
expressed as [52]:

y ( k )   wiy ( k  1) xi ( k )

(28)

i 1

where wiy is the weight between the output layer and the
hidden unit.
Parameters used to create and train the network are shown in
table 4.

n

vi (k )   wix, j (k  1) x cj (k )  wiu (k  1)u (k ) (25)
j 1

Parameter

Value

Number of hidden layers
Number of neurons in the hidden layer
Number of neurons in output layer
Transfer function
Training function

1
10
10
Linear transfer function
Gradient descent backpropagation with adaptive learning
10000
Mean squared error
0.00001
0.1
Values generated randomly between 0 and 1

Maximum number of epochs
Performance function
Error goal
Backprpagation learning rate
Initial weights and biased term values

Table 4: Parameters used for creating the Elman back propagation network
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the proposed simulation, the performance of all the five
neural network models are analyzed for created training
pattern vectors and test pattern vectors of speech signals. The
results presented in the simulation are considered from the

selected feed-forward multilayer neural network models.
Performance of these neural network models for the training
patterns are presented in table 5. Performances are presented
on the basis of regression value after the complete training
cycle.
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Network

Multilayer feed-forward
network

Radial basis function
network

Exact radial basis
function network

Cascade feed-forward
network

Elman Backpropagation
network

Signal
A1

B1

C1

D1

E1

0.6862

0.8699

0.9717

0.975

0.8364

A2

B2

C2

D2

E2

0.7183

0.9495

0.9718

0.9032

0.9697

A1

B1

C1

D1

E1

1

1

1

1

1

A2

B2

C2

D2

E2

1

1

1

1

1

A1

B1

C1

D1

E1

1

1

1

1

1

A2

B2

C2

D2

E2

1

1

1

1

1

A1

B1

C1

D1

E1

1

1

1

1

1

A2

B2

C2

D2

E2

1

1

1

1

1

A1

B1

C1

D1

E1

0.6983

0.9606

0.9528

0.9642

0.9552

A2

B2

C2

D2

E2

0.947

0.6679

0.9303

0.8603

0.8712

Table 5: Regression value of training pattern vectors for all signals of the selected networks
The performance of these networks for the pattern vectors of
input signals as shown in figure 6. Figure 6 is representing
input signals can also represent graphically in signal form.
both the signals i.e., simulated output signal and actual input
These signals are obtained as simulated output from the
signal.
trained neural network models after presenting the digital
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Signal

Multilayer
feed-forward
network

Radial basis
function network

Exact radial
basis function
network
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Cascade feedforward network

Elman
backpropagation
network

A1

B1

C1

D1

E1

A2
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B2

C2

D2

E2

Fig.6: Graphical representation of the performances of networks
To analyze the performance of trained neural networks for
50%, 60% and 70% error or noise in training pattern vectors
their generalized classification behavior the testing pattern
of all signals. Performances of neural networks for test pattern
vectors are created by introducing 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
vectors are presented in table 6.
Signal

A1

B1

Presence
of error or
noise

Multilayer
Feedforward
Network

Radial Basis
Function
Network

Exact Radial
Basis Function
Network

Cascade
Feedforward
Network

Elman
Backpropagation
Network

10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%

.70377
.70377
.70377
.70377
.70155
.47603
.16863
.75584
.75584
.75884
.7486
.61433
.36273
.05019

.99039
.9766
.96511
.95264
.01541
.01541
.01541
.08975
.0829
.08065
.00273
.00273
.00273
.00273

.99681
.98878
.98555
.09767
.05473
.00477
.00477
.44955
.44109
.43502
.11749
.11749
.11749
.11749

1
1
1
1
.9976
.71216
.31699
1
1
1
.97976
.79901
.50045
.1045

.8588
.8588
.8588
.8588
.85697
.59273
.23158
.93475
.93475
.93475
.92034
.75698
.44963
.07623
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C1

D1

E1

A2

B2

C2
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10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
10%
20%

.76881
.76881
.76881
.76881
.76881
.66084
.39857
.7715
.7715
.7715
.7715
.7715
.73883
.60227
.76559
.76559
.76559
.76559
.76559
.71062
.51039
.64027
.58488
.48806
.43487
.34327
.26023
.20727
.63424
.63338

.01107
.00003
.00102
.003
.00398
.00398
.00398
.9865
.97951
.97353
.96539
.95859
.00696
.00696
.00715
.00715
.00715
.00715
.00715
.00715
.00715
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.00445
.00445

.27175
.09201
.09037
.08314
.08303
.02553
.02553
.99448
.99172
.98894
.98685
.98302
.01754
.01754
.0235
.0235
.0235
.0235
.0235
.0235
.0235
.93127
.00076
.00076
.00076
.00076
.00076
.00076
.01298
.01298

1
1
1
1
1
.85845
.57546
1
1
1
1
1
.93385
.76863
.96551
.96551
.96551
.96551
.96551
.88832
.64813
1
.92155
.79738
.6919
.55598
.41866
.3316
.99447
.98817

.95643
.95643
.95643
.95643
.95643
.81137
.52031
.94671
.94671
.94671
.94671
.94671
.89039
.72655
.91292
.91292
.91292
.91292
.91292
.84324
.60267
.77752
.71603
.60804
.52623
.42113
.3154
.24509
.83306
.82799

30%

.63766

.00445

.01298

.98297

.83385

40%

.59011

.00445

.01298

.91265

.77964

50%

.5094

.00445

.01298

.80685

.69141

60%

.43029

.00445

.01298

.69128

.59632

70%

.34165

.00445

.01298

.55804

.4777

10%

.69589

.00076

1

.96517

.88741

20%

.69467

.00076

1

.95954

.88258

30%

.69467

.00076

1

.95954

.88258

40%

.69053

.00076

1

.95596

.88029

50%

.58352

.00076

1

.83151

.7536

60%

.48048

.00076

1

.70695

.63567

70%

.41278

.00076

1

.60189

.54029

10%
20%

.63109
.62871

.01973
.01973

.03040
.03040

.96503
.96223

.8414
.83981
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30%
D2

E2
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.63148

.01973

.03040

.96083

.83998

40%

.6319

.01973

.03040

.94356

.83812

50%

.55621

.01973

.03040

.84801

.7491

60%

.45592

.01973

.03040

.71375

.61861

70%

.37579

.01973

.03040

.60172

.50896

10%
20%

.67228
.65794

.00173
.00173

.19291
.19291

.9573
.93661

.85681
.8381

30%

.65794

.00173

.19291

.93661

.8381

40%

.65794

.00173

.19291

.93661

.8381

50%

.65935

.00173

.19291

.93661

.83851

60%

.5906

.00173

.19291

.83872

.74309

70%

.5153

.00173

.19291

.72876

.64437

Table 6: Signal-wise regression values of all selected networks for test pattern vectors
Accuracy of recognition for test pattern vectors is taken as a
measurement to analyze the performance of the neural
networks. Therefore, to do a comparative analysis for the

performances of network models, the average of recognition
accuracy is calculated for all signals with all chosen
percentage of errors respectively as shown in table 7.

Average percentage of error
Network

Multilayer Feedforward Network
Radial Basis Function
Network
Exact Radial Basis
Function Network
Cascade Feed-forward
Network

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

.70393

.69651

.68753

.67636

.62735

.51666

.35828

.31115

.30729

.30541

.29576

.20145

.10633

.10629

.49037

.37742

.37604

.25457

.24988

.14259

.14259

.98475

.97336

.96028

.9386

.87412

.72626

.52357

Elman Backpropagation Network

.88058
.87141
.86122
.84576
.78838
.64965
.45738
Table 7: Average percentage of recognition accuracy with chosen percentage of errors of networks

Hence, the performance analysis is considered by comparing
the average of regression value between simulated output of
the network performance for test pattern signal and expected

output for the input signal. This comparison is presented in
figure7.
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Average Regression Value

Regression Rate for Test Patterns of Selected
Networks
1.2

Multilayer Feed-forward
Network

1
0.8

Radial Basis Function
Network

0.6

Exact Radial Basis
Function Network

0.4

Cascade Forward
Network

0.2
0
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Percentage of Error

60%

70%

Elman Backpropagation
Network

Fig.7: Comparison of regression values of testing patterns for all selected neural network models
Tables 5 and 6 are exhibiting the comparison of performance
of the selected neural network models for the training and
testing pattern signals respectively. Results mentioned in table
5 exhibit that ,Radial basis function network model, Exact
radial basis function network model and Cascade feed-forward
network model show 100% approximation for all the training
signal pattern vectors. Results also exhibit that Multilayer
feed-forward network model performs better than Elman back
propagation network model for training input signals. The
interesting results are obtained during the simulation, which
show that the multilayer feed-forward network model shows
better approximation for most of the speech signals which are
spoken slowly, i.e. B2, C2, D2 and E2; whereas Elman back
propagation network model show better approximation for
most of the speech signals spoken fast, i.e. A1, B1 and E1.
Results indicate that the Cascade feed-forward neural network
model gives highest average recognition accuracy for all test
pattern signal vectors as compared to other network models.
For test patterns, the highest recognition accuracy is exhibited
by the network is 100% and the lowest recognition accuracy
showed by the network is 10%for signal B1 with 70% error in
signal, which is better than the lowest recognition accuracy
value given by other network models. Thus, network is
behaving as good approximator and classifier for the speech
signals.
Results show that Radial basis function network performs
with 100% recognition accuracy only for the training patterns
of signals; but for test pattern signals, network shows poor
classification accuracy for all test patterns if noise or error in

signal is more than 10%. Results also display that Exact radial
basis function network gives 100% recognition accuracy for
all training patterns and all test pattern vectors of signal C2,
while 90% or above recognition accuracy for few test patterns
of signals A1, C1, D1and A2; but for most of the test pattern
vectors, it shows reasonably low recognition accuracy. Thus,
overall performances of Radial basis function network and
Exact radial basis function network are poor for test pattern
vectors, so these network models are not generalized well for
most of the test pattern vector signals. Hence, Radial basis
function network does not perform well for signal
classification due to its large sample size or for large number
of features in the input data.
Results indicate that Elman back propagation neural network
model exhibit above 85% classification accuracy for signals
A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, C2 and E2. Results also indicate that this
network gives approximately same recognition accuracy for
most of the signals even though the input signals contain 10%
- 50% noise. It can also be seen from table5 that Multilayer
feed-forward network and Elman back propagation neural
network shows better recognition accuracy for few test
patterns than the training patterns for signals A1 and A1 & B1
respectively.
The simulated results are clearly indicating the better signal
classification for Cascade feed-forward and Elman back
propagation neural networks and bad performance for Radial
basis function networks. The Elman back propagation and
Cascade feed-forward neural networks performs well for
signal classification problems whose sample size is large.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyzed the performance of five feedforward neural network models trained with variants of back
propagation algorithm like Multilayer feed-forward network,
Radial basis function network, Exact radial basis function
network, Cascade feed-forward network and Elman back
propagation network for the classification of speech signals
of first five alphabets of the English language. Training
pattern vectors are created by applying digital signal
processing operations like sampling, quantization and coding
to convert the continuous analog speech signal to discretetime signal and digital signal respectively. Test pattern vectors
are created by introducing 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%
and 70% noise or error respectively in the input signals used
for training. Simulated results of the performance evaluation
of the selected networks are presented and discussed. The
following observations have been drawn from the simulated
performance evaluation.








The simulated results are showing that the Cascade feedforward neural network is exhibiting good signal
classification for the training and test pattern vectors. The
network shows 100% recognition accuracy for all the
training patterns and for test patterns with noise
percentage from 10% to 40%, network gives
approximately the same recognition accuracy. Also,
network is exhibiting above 50% recognition accuracy for
most of the test patterns with50%, 60% and 70% noise.
The highest and lowest recognition accuracy presented by
the network is 100% and 10% respectively. The average
test pattern recognition accuracy shown by the network
for each of the selected percentage of noise is better than
other networks selected for the simulation. Thus, the
cascade feed-forward neural network performs better for
signal classification whose samples are of large size.
The simulated results are also exhibiting that the Radial
basis function neural network model shows 100%
recognition accuracy for training pattern vectors and all
test pattern vectors created for signal A2. The average test
pattern recognition accuracy of the network is below
35%. Thus, the network is showing poor behavior of
generalization for large data samples.
Simulated results are also showing that the performance
of Exact radial basis function network is better than the
Radial basis function network. Network model shows
100% recognition accuracy for training pattern vectors
and all test pattern vectors created for the signal C2. The
lowest test pattern recognition accuracy given by the
system is .076% for signal A2. Hence, like Radial basis
function network, this network also exhibit poor
generalization for large signal samples.
Simulation results also indicate that Elman back
propagation network shows almost 80% recognition
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accuracy for most of the test patterns with 10%-60%
noise in input signal. Performance of the network
degraded when percentage of noise become 70%. The
highest and lowest recognition accuracy presented by the
network is 95% and 7% respectively. The average test
pattern recognition accuracy is good for patterns with
10%-40% error.
It can also be seen from the results that Multilayer feedforward network, Cascade feed-forward network and
Elman back propagation network shows highest
recognition accuracy for speech signals spoken fast,
whereas Radial basis function network and Exact radial
basis function network show highest recognition rate for
speech signals spoken slowly.
It is clear from the results that the networks with extra
connection/sin layers like Cascade feed-forward network
and Elman back propagation network perform well for
speech signals collected for the experiment. Thus, the
Cascade feed-forward network and Elman back
propagation networks are found most optimal model for
speech classification problem, even if the input signals
contain more than 50% noise from the original signal that
has been used for training. Therefore, for the large
samples of signals Cascade feed-forward network and
Elman back propagation network are recommended for
signal classification with better accuracy.
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